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General Electric Co. paid essentially no tax in 2010. A 35 percent tax on GE’s economic income would have been $6.8 billion, or $4.7 billion with inflation adjustments. Generally accepted accounting principles and tax accounting allow too much expensing of investments, and ignore predictable inflation adjustments. Generally accepted accounting principles treat depreciation.

The government can most easily and fairly collect the requisite tax from GE by imposing a tax on the fair market value of its capital. The government can charge GE $6 billion to $7 billion a year for access to public markets and GE and every corporation would be willing to pay that much to give its shareholders access to ready liquidity.
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As The New York Times reported in a page one story, General Electric Co. is a very rich company that pays very little income tax.¹ By its own reports to shareholders, GE paid income taxes of $4 million for 2010.² The New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) valued GE equity at $194 billion at the end of 2010,³ making it the second richest corporation in the world, according to Forbes.⁴ The stock market reaches its price assuming future distributions discounted at roughly 10 percent per year compounded annually.⁵ In turn, shareholders’ expected return becomes GE’s own minimum acceptable after-tax return if GE is to increase shareholder value.⁶ GE shareholders thus are demanding and receiving a profit of about $19 billion from their investments after all corporate tax, and expect that compound annual 10 percent return for the foreseeable future.⁷

GE is not losing money, as measured by the smart stock market. Tax on GE’s $19 billion economic income at its 35 percent corporate rate would have been $6.8 billion for 2010. GE’s tax in 2010 was thus 0.02 percent of the economic income that the smart which lowers the IRR-reducing effective tax rate on GE (see, e.g., infra note 43). The analysis also ignores tax GE paid after audit in 2010 for other years and increases in tax that GE thinks it owes (on a more likely than not standard) but did not report.

⁴Forbes special report, “The World’s Leading Companies,” Apr. 4, 2010 (using a composite index and saying J.P. Morgan Chase and Co. dethroned GE as largest corporation this year). JP Morgan’s earnings are more volatile than GE’s, so GE may be back.
⁶See, e.g., Richard A. Breary and Stewart C. Myers, Principles of Corporate Finance 221 (6th ed. 2000) (corporation’s cost of equity is shareholder return).
⁷If GE accumulates its economic income, shareholders will expect economic income to increase by 10 percent, but the 10 percent demanded after-tax return includes both dividends and other distributions and appreciation of GE stock. This analysis will use 2010 income as an illustration with the understanding that in future years, the demanded income will increase to reach 10 percent compounded annually.

³The fair market value of GE equity is computed by multiplying 10.7 billion outstanding shares by an $18.2 share price, both as of December 31, 2010. Outstanding shares are from GE’s 2010 annual report, “Statement of Financial Positions, Equity.”
⁴Forbes special report, “The World’s Leading Companies,” Apr. 4, 2010 (using a composite index and saying J.P. Morgan Chase and Co. dethroned GE as largest corporation this year). JP Morgan’s earnings are more volatile than GE’s, so GE may be back.
⁶See, e.g., Richard A. Breary and Stewart C. Myers, Principles of Corporate Finance 221 (6th ed. 2000) (corporation’s cost of equity is shareholder return).
⁷If GE accumulates its economic income, shareholders will expect economic income to increase by 10 percent, but the 10 percent demanded after-tax return includes both dividends and other distributions and appreciation of GE stock. This analysis will use 2010 income as an illustration with the understanding that in future years, the demanded income will increase to reach 10 percent compounded annually.
stock market thought GE had — which rounds out comfortably enough to zero. GE is very good at paying a trivial amount of or no tax. Without an improvement in U.S. tax law, we should expect to see GE’s essentially zero tax rate continue into the foreseeable future.

The 10 percent return ignores inflation, which has been 3 percent over a sample 80-year period. Taking inflation out of GE’s income would require GE to pay tax of only 35 percent times 7 percent times $191 billion, or $4.7 billion in 2010. It is a fundamental nontax and tax accounting convention that income and interest expense are computed without regard to the fact that some of it is just an offset to inflation. I have to go along with that convention, without endorsing ignoring inflation generally, because the available figures from the GE annual report ignore inflation and because every business and investment that competes with GE ignores inflation.

President Obama has appointed Jeffrey Immelt, the CEO of GE, to chair his Council on Jobs and Competitiveness. Immelt, by taking the job, now has a duty of loyalty to the United States. We are facing an impending budget catastrophe with the deficit at an unsustainable level of $1.5 trillion. A person appointed to the board of an opera company should understand that he has an obligation to make or find contributions to fund the opera’s production. So if Immelt’s appointment makes sense at all, Immelt should now give good advice to Uncle Sam on how best to raise tax from GE. A reasonable suggested contribution from GE would be on the order of $5 billion to $7 billion a year.

Is that amount a reasonable target for GE? I have a proposal, made as a part of the Shelf Project, to replace the corporate tax with a per-quarter tax of 20 basis points on the fair market value of a corporation’s capital. The FMV of GE’s debt and equity was $821 billion at the end of 2010, and a 0.8 percent tax per year (20 basis points per quarter) on that market capitalization would be $6.5 billion, or just under what a 35 percent tax on GE economic income would yield. The tax could be computed — without GE participation — at a random date during the quarter from publicly available quotes of FMV. Taxed market capitalization would include both equity and debt to suppress the incentives to move to debt. We could even adjust for inflation and collect $4.7 billion tax from GE with a rate of only 14 basis points a quarter.

The logic of taxing the publicly traded value of GE securities is that investors get so much value out of ready liquidity, or the ability to cash out quickly when necessary, that the corporation will willingly pay the tax at that level as a cheap cost of providing ready liquidity to its investors. Family limited partnerships have successfully claimed that absence of liquidity will take away about 35 percent of the value of estate assets, and those claims are judicial precedents of value of liquidity. Money-losing companies would be especially eager to provide liquidity for their investors because without the chance to bail out quickly, investors would not take a chance on a risky corporation. Because sale is so important to shareholders, the corporation will not even try to avoid the tax by reducing FMV to its investors or withdrawing from an established market. The government raises revenue by selling rights to cut in the national forest, drill offshore, and broadcast on the electromagnetic spectrum, and there is no reason it shouldn’t also sell access to public markets. The tax at a lower level also could work as a supplemental tax to the corporate tax — a kind of alternative minimum tax — to make sure that rich corporations pay at least some tax. The tax would apply to foreign corporations and publicly traded partnerships because they have access to U.S. public markets. Corporations benefit from the U.S. rule of law and liquidity on sale in U.S. public markets. The benefits that GE gets exceed the tax that we might fairly ask them to pay. With an impending budget catastrophe, surely, they should not be getting something for nothing.

It may well be that the value of listing on the NYSE should be assessed at lower than 0.8 percent a year — some of the data are from the period of the dot-com bubble. The value of ready public sale is an
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8Roger Ibbotson, supra note 5.
11See supra note 3 as to stock value; GE’s liabilities are from the balance sheet on its 2010 annual report, supra note 2.
empirical question. Still, a tax on market liquidity at a rate just below its value to investors makes sense whatever the level. Although I recommended a replacement of the corporate tax, a supplemental tax would work as well. An annual tax on market capitalization of 0.5 percent would raise $3.25 billion a year from GE.\textsuperscript{15} There is no other way to tax GE (and similar companies) that is so simple and just.

House Ways and Means Committee Chair Dave Camp, R-Mich., has proposed a cut in the corporate and individual tax rates from 35 to 25 percent and making it revenue neutral by ending as yet unspecified tax preferences.\textsuperscript{16} Applying that proposal to tax GE’s \textit{economic} income at 25 percent, in 2010 it would have paid $4.85 billion on the $19 billion the smart market demanded.\textsuperscript{17} Tax is usually computed on a pretax amount. If we view the $19 billion as an after-tax amount, then we need to gross that up to a pretax income of $25.9 billion. Imposing a 25 percent tax rate, Camp’s proposal yields $6.5 billion on GE’s 2010 income.\textsuperscript{18} Indeed, a real economic tax of 25 percent would reduce the pretax internal rate of return (IRR) by 25 percent. Reducing the pretax IRR by any defined nominal or statutory tax rate requires that GE have a basis in its assets equal to the value of investments.\textsuperscript{19} By my best estimate, GE has an adjusted basis of 91 percent of the FMV of its assets.\textsuperscript{20} We can offset the lower-than-value basis and still reduce the pretax IRR by 25 percent, within the spirit of Camp’s proposal, by increasing the tax by 1/91 percent, or to $7 billion, for 2010. A fair tax on GE at 25 percent of income would yield $7 billion a year.

A tax of $6 billion to $7 billion a year would reduce the value of GE stock, and it would reduce the pot from which the CEO and other officers draw their salary. But neither reduction in shareholder value nor in officer pay seems terribly inappropriate. Our $1.5 trillion deficit is a pending disaster and should call for some appropriate sacrifices by those most able to pay. Congress seems to have assumed that corporations would pay tax at 35 percent, to the detriment of shareholders and officers, by setting the corporate rate at that level. Section 1(h)(11), moreover, now gives shareholders 15 percent capital gains rates on dividends under the rationale that the corporation has already paid tax of 35 percent on the earnings distributed by the dividend. If the corporation did not pay tax, then 15 percent is a wrong rate:\textsuperscript{21} The 15 percent is supposed to be the bracket for middle-income taxpayers. For GE shareholders who have a standard of living that would put them in the highest individual tax rates, 35 percent is the rate appropriate to their standard of living, and the 15 percent rate on the dividends they consume is inappropriately low. Shareholders and top officers of GE get richer because GE does not pay tax, and they might well be the people who most should bear the tax we collect from GE.

\textbf{A. Wise or Legal?}

Is GE’s behavior illegal? GE is expecting to bear some penalties, so its positions are not strictly legal, but as far as this outsider can tell, GE’s tax planning and positions are not criminal. And the civil penalties the company expects to bear do not make the penalizable positions a big part of the explanation for zero tax. By one index, GE is in the top 11 percent of companies in terms of aggressiveness in nontax accounting,\textsuperscript{22} which is plausibly correlated with aggressiveness in tax accounting. An aggressive company is taking risks and expects to lose some positions.

GE has a $6.1 billion reserve for taxes that it did not report but thinks it owes, judged from the more likely than not standard.\textsuperscript{23} Taxes may be ignored on the tax return if the taxpayer judges its return likely to pass zero tax. By one index, GE is in the top 11 percent of companies in terms of aggressiveness in nontax accounting,\textsuperscript{22} which is plausibly correlated with aggressiveness in tax accounting. An aggressive company is taking risks and expects to lose some positions.

\textsuperscript{15}A tax on GE equity only at 20 basis points a quarter would raise $1.6 billion (0.08 percent * $194 billion) for 2010.
\textsuperscript{16}Meg Shreve and Eric Kroh, “Camp Considers 25 Percent Top Tax Rate,” \textit{Tax Notes}, Mar. 21, 2011, p. 1391. As Alice Rivlin pointed out in the article, we probably cannot afford a revenue-neutral assumption, given the size of the current deficits.
\textsuperscript{17}25 percent * $19.4 billion = $4.85 billion.
\textsuperscript{18}$19.4 billion/(1-25 percent) = $25.9 billion.
\textsuperscript{20}GE’s 2010 annual report, \textit{supra} note 2, listed assets of $751 billion. That can be presumed to represent adjusted basis, except that deferred tax represents not basis but amounts that have not yet borne tax. Converting deferred tax (from n.14 of the 2010 annual report, \textit{supra} note 2) to the pretax amount from GE’s assets and subtracting reduces estimated adjusted basis to $749.8 billion. At year’s end, GE had equity worth $194 billion and liabilities of $627 billion, for a total investment value of $821 billion. The ratio of adjusted basis to value was $749.8 divided by $821, or 91.3 percent. Grossing up rates to adjust for the lower basis would increase tax by 1 divided by 91.3 percent, or 109.5 percent, and 109.5 percent of $6.5 billion is $7.1 billion.
\textsuperscript{23}2010 annual report, \textit{supra} note 2, at n.14.
\textsuperscript{24}Section 6662. A corporation may report taxes that have a reasonable chance of success (interpreted as 10 to 15 percent) but must flag the position on its tax return. It is my understanding that corporations do not want their positions flagged for the benefit of IRS auditors, especially when the position has little chance of success if challenged.
if not reported on the tax return if there is a 50 percent chance of it being due. The $6.1 billion is the difference between the 33 and 50 percent chance of success on its tax return positions measured by GE’s internal assessment. It is a mistake to allow GE to report less tax than it thinks it owes25; let GE go to court with a refund claim if it wants to establish its more speculative positions. With consistency between generally accepted accounting principles and reporting standards, we could harness the accounting profession to enforce both tax and tax expense. In any event, because GE is its own judge, its probability assessments have to have some bias, so some of the $6.21 billion in positions do not have the requisite one-third chance of success on the merits if challenged, and would — and should — be subject to penalty.

In the area of transfer pricing and international transactions, the law respects accounting between two wholly owned subsidiaries of the same multinational corporation, even when the entries “do not impinge on the world.”26 We can comfortably presume that the accounting entries are self-serving and bear only accidental relationship to the economics.27

Still, the test for fraud is whether the position will be upheld in court, not whether it reflects income, and courts uphold many positions quite distant from the underlying economics.

GE itself reports that it expects to pay penalties of $109 million on unreported taxes from IRS challenges that do occur.28 These are civil, not criminal penalties, but given the expected penalties, GE’s reporting positions can’t be strictly legal. In any event, the accrued penalty is a small fraction of the difference between zero and, say, the $6 billion to $7 billion we would collect a year by taxing the company’s economic income. Even assuming a 40 percent penalty (which is high), $109 million in penalties would implicate tax of only $270 million. Corporate morality allows a corporation to arrange its affairs to take advantage of tax shelters and other artificial accounting losses29; it is safe to assume GE is arranging its affairs rather ably.

Dropping GE’s tax from $5 billion to $7 billion a year to nothing, however, should not be presumed to be the result of careful congressional consideration of the value of a dollar. There is no great and wise tax system engineer who calibrates tax loopholes to give exactly the right amount of reward (that is, the lowest possible reward) for value that GE has given in return. To get down to zero tax from $5 billion to $7 billion, for instance, GE took advantage of tax shelters. A tax shelter, best defined, is a transaction that has a higher return after tax than before. As to shelters, the tax system acts not as source of revenue but as a kind of Cadillac welfare system. Shelters make GE’s tax disappear. A zero tax across the board combined with no interest deductions would plausibly improve the allocation of capital. Zero tax leaves the decision of how to allocate resources to the free market, which is often presumed to represent real demand and utilities. Shelters, however, are subsidies that warp pretax demand and worsen the allocation of capital investments. When other investors are unavoidably bearing a tax on capital, a zero or negative tax on other investors is also unfair. Plus, we need the money.

GE benefited from many negative tax transactions simply by seeing an opportunity and taking it, usually when Congress didn’t know what it was doing. Even when GE exploits specific provisions as Congress intended, the provisions are too generous, given the impending budget crisis. Under any explanation of how GE got from $5 billion to $7 billion tax to zero, an alternative road for taxing GE would be the better one.

B. Identifiable Reasons

How to tax GE also depends on why GE paid so little tax. Unauthorized disclosure of GE’s tax return information would be a felony, punishable by up to five years’ imprisonment.30 If I or anyone knew the details of the transactions behind GE’s zero tax, we would not discuss them. GE, however, discloses enough information on its SEC-mandated annual report that we can see the reasons for the drop to $7 billion a year to zero, in broad terms:

- GE reduced tax by $3 billion because U.S. GAAP and tax accounting that follows it are too conservative to capture the economics both in the capitalization of investment costs and estimation of future cash.

27See infra text accompanying notes 46-66.
282010 annual report, supra note 2, at n.14.
29Sec. e.g., Gregory v. Helvering, 69 F.2d 809, 810-811 (2d Cir. 1934): “Anyone may so arrange his affairs that his taxes shall be as low as possible; he is not bound to choose that pattern which will best pay the Treasury; there is not even a patriotic duty to increase one’s taxes.” (Learned Hand, J.) (holding against the taxpayer, however, because the arrangement was only in form a tax-favored reorganization and was not in substance what (Footnote continued in next column.)
GE dropped tax by $2.3 billion a year because we are giving too much respect to wholly owned subsidiaries incorporated in tax havens.

GE seems to get benefits on the order of $860 million a year from accelerated depreciation, and $500 million from business tax credits.

GE reports $400 million less tax as unidentified miscellany.

Greater revenue for the impending crises can be pulled from each of the identifiable reasons why GE paid zero tax.

1. GAAP. GE reported earnings of $11.6 billion in 2010 under nontax GAAP.31 A 35 percent rate on that amount would have yielded $4 billion in tax.

The smart market for GE stock does a better job than GAAP in assessing economic position. GAAP refuses to take future cash into account until the amount is earned and fixed, except as to noncritical aspects. The smart market, by contrast, is willing to take estimates of expected future cash into account after discounting for time value and probability, even if the future cash is neither earned nor fixed. The tax system might well ride on the wisdom of the stock market to produce reliable figures, created by self-interested investors who put their money where their assessment is.

GAAP insists even more seriously on treating corporate investments in developing intangibles as total losses in cases in which the smart market recognizes that the development costs are good investments that have continuing value. Google, for instance, is considered a very valuable company by the competitive stock market that values its stock at $171 billion.32 GAAP, however, insists that Google's primary asset, its wonderful search engine, has no asset value. According to GAAP, Google has some cash and near-cash portfolio stock holdings, but otherwise has assets worth listing of only $7 million.33 Tax follows GAAP in allowing expensing for most investments in developing intangibles.34

The error of GAAP and tax in allowing expensing of intangibles is not trivial. Under an income tax, the ability to deduct immediately the cost of an intangible investment with continuing value means that the post-tax rate of return will be the same as the pretax rate of return and that the income tax will not reduce the corporation's pretax position.35 With an interest deduction when the expensed investment is debt financed, the tax system creates tax shelters, adding subsidy to the investment.36 Whether a public company's investments are tangible or intangible also varies considerably. Perversely, an accounting-based tax gives the greatest advantage to awful computer games like Grand Theft Auto IV and imposes the largest handicaps on companies like Macy's that invest in tangible things.37 A GAAP-based income tax cannot impose a uniform tax rate on alternative corporate investments because investments in intangibles aren't treated as investments — reason enough to abandon a GAAP-based corporate tax.

It is responsible to take the position that all investments should be expensed immediately under a cash flow consumption tax, and as a corollary, that all borrowing should be taxable income or no interest should be deductible.38 It is not responsible to have some investments be treated as capital expenditures and some investments treated as immediate expenses so as to warp the flow of capital into awful but nonetheless expensed investments. It is not, moreover, responsible to allowexpensing within a system that treats borrowing as tax exempt and part of deductible basis, and then allows an interest deduction.

The Treasury regulations, which allow generous expensing of intangibles, relied largely on the difficulty of ascertaining the scope, continuing value, and life of intangible investments. But the smart market will give reliable figures about value and solve all the accounting problems at once. A corporate tax working off the FMV of its stock is a better, easier tax than a tax working off GAAP concepts.39

It is also commonly argued that we should at least tax GAAP income.40 Taxing GAAP income is not a

312010 annual report, supra note 2, statement of earnings.
32Market capitalization is from Yahoo finance (Apr. 15, 2011).
33Google stock had market capitalization of $171 billion on April 15, but its accounting assets other than cash and marketable securities were only $7 million. The Google search engine, which contributed to most of the $171 billion value, is not an accounting asset. Google 2010 annual report, available at http://sec.gov/cgi-bin/viewer?action=view&cik=1288776&accession_number=0001193125-11-032930&xbrl_type=v (as of Apr. 16, 2011).
34Reg. section 1.263(a)-4.
2. Global activities. Under figures from GE’s 2010 annual report, more than half the drop in tax from $4 billion to zero — that is, $2.3 billion — is attributable to global activities. The U.S. system for global activities allows multinational corporations like GE to report a disproportionate amount of the total income from wholly owned subsidiaries in low-tax jurisdictions and to deduct a disproportionate amount of their total expenses against U.S. income. The combination of immediate deduction of expenses, deferred taxation of revenue, and foreign tax credits makes the U.S. tax system more generous than zero tax. In its boxing match with the multinational corporations, Uncle Sam cannot hold up his gloves to protect his revenue interests very well. The techniques are disclosed in the literature (although not specifically the GE deals).

Multinational corporations report a disproportionate amount of their total revenue as attributable to wholly owned subsidiaries in tax havens. In theory, we tax income from whatever source derived, including foreign sources, but the U.S. tax system treats a thin piece of paper — the certificate of incorporation of a subsidiary incorporated with a mailbox in some tax haven — as if it establishes a separate economic interest or ownership of income and an adverse negotiating position. The separate incorporation means that the income can be treated as arising from an offshore mailbox and exempt from U.S. tax unless and until the cash in the subsidiary is brought home. Tax havens compete for multinational corporations’ business, offering them the opportunity to avoid U.S. tax.

Multinational corporations transfer or license intangible assets to the tax haven subsidiary, and then pay tax-deductible royalties to the sub. They can transfer undeveloped business opportunities to the sub without tax. For businesses already established in the United States, the U.S. parent forms a carrying subsidiary so loaded with debt or preferred stock that the sub’s balance sheet value is zero. There is no built-in gain when the subsidiary is transferred overseas, carrying the business with it. A zero value asset up a deferred tax account as if it had paid 35 percent tax on its income, although GE did not. See supra note 2 for proper analysis of deferred tax accounts.


See, e.g., Adam Rosenzweig, “Why Are There Tax Havens?” 52 WM. & Mary L. Rev. 923 (2010) (arguing that tax havens cannot be beat except by being bought off under the current tax system). One wonders how buying off all the possible tax havens would be possible when each has insatiable demands.

Hosp. Corp. of Am. v. Commissioner, 81 T.C. 520 (1983) (opportunity to run hospital in Saudi Arabia is given to Cayman Islands offshore tax haven sub); Merck & Co. v. United States, 91-2 USTC para. 50,456 (Cl. Cl. 1991) (upholding creation of offshore subsidiary to exploit foreign sale and distribution of pharmaceuticals).
The accounting of the multinationals also artificially shifts profit from the United States to low-tax havens by charging high expenses to U.S. affiliates and charging low expenses to the offshore affiliate. The transfer pricing rules require the affiliated companies to charge the prices that would be required by arm’s-length bargaining. For marketable commodities, comparable prices rein in the manipulations, but for intangible contracts, there are no comparable prices, which allows more manipulation. Affiliated groups have reported average returns of 24 percent in tax haven subsidiaries at the same time that they are reporting 4 percent returns on U.S. affiliates. The tax havens have a higher share of tax-reported profits than they had of sales, compensation, or physical assets. The income shifting to Bermuda and the Cayman Islands is especially aggressive: Bermuda affiliates report income that is 70 times the worldwide profits of the multinational corporation as a whole, and the Cayman Islands reports profits 25 times the worldwide average. Whether profits are shifted by legal but aggressive accounting or by illegal means is not always clear.

GE tax counsel defends the zero tax on global activities by arguing that GE needs to be competitive with other corporations:

If U.S. companies aren’t competitive outside of their home market, it will mean fewer, not more, jobs in the United States, as the business will go to a non-U.S. competitor. We believe that winning in markets outside the United States increases U.S. exports and jobs.

The argument is misleading accounting. The collection of tax does not destroy jobs or resources, but shifts them elsewhere. Taking $6 billion to $7 billion away from GE will reduce taxes or increase spending elsewhere and that will increase jobs. Indeed, GE’s jobs are disproportionately overseas. GE reports 133,000 employees in the United States,
which is 46 percent of its 287,000 employees.61 Expenditure of the $6 billion to $7 billion elsewhere will create a higher proportion of U.S. jobs and more U.S. jobs. Taxing GE will increase U.S. jobs.

Under standard economic analysis, moreover, taxes on GE do not make it less efficient and competitive.62 Highly taxed, low-tax, and tax-exempt companies compete on par. All the competitors set their production, costs, and prices so that they break even on the last unit sold. There is no income tax on the last unit sold because there is no profit. Very high taxes are perfectly consistent with the efficient allocation of corporate capital. All the competitors, moreover, borrow money to invest, and borrowed money bears no corporate tax.

There is no sound economic argument for saying that GE should bear tax rates equal to the lowest tax rate in the world — an argument that would make it impossible to collect tax from anyone.63 And if a lower tax rate on GE did have something to do with competition in the Cayman Islands and Bermuda, it would be wiser for the United States to give up on the competition rather than lose the billions of tax dollars that go to the mailbox subsidiaries there. Uncle Sam is not getting his money’s worth for the revenue lost on global transactions.

The important aspect of economic efficiency, in any event, is not that every taxpayer must bear the least tax, but that taxpayers should bear the same tax on income from whatever source derived. The distortions caused by taxes are the high rates on some investments and low rates on others. By that measure, the solution is to bring tax on GE’s global activities up to whatever level of tax, be it 25 or 35 percent, is expected on U.S. investments.

There are relatively moderate solutions to reduce the impact of tax havens, while leaving the core advantage of mailbox subsidiaries intact. Robert Dilworth has proposed allocating more of the interest, administrative overhead, and R&D expenses now deducted domestically to match untaxed revenue from the havens.64 Bret Wells and Cym Lowell are considering a tax of about 10 percent on expenses paid to offshore affiliates, absent IRS approval of the reasonableness of the expense.65 It is possible to expand the definition of U.S. permanent establishment so that activities of multinational employees nominally employed by an offshore affiliate are counted to make more of the multinational revenue U.S.-source income.66 David S. Miller suggests 12 narrow amendments to current law, starting with not allowing subpart F income of foreign subsidiaries taxed to U.S. parents to be limited by the sub’s earnings and profits.67

A cleaner solution would be to stop giving respect to wholly owned subsidiaries in tax haven subsidiaries.68 We would even give a tax credit with a per-country limit for income tax, if any, paid to the haven. The certificates of incorporation are just pieces of paper within a single economic unit. The tax haven subs are owned, controlled, and managed in the United States. There is no economic distinction between a subsidiary and a branch. We have adopted a kiddie tax to prevent infants from being considered the real owners of capital income,69 and the mailbox subsidiaries have less will of their own or separate economic interests than a toddler does. On this issue, GAAP accounting, which requires that companies report on a consolidated basis, ignoring whether the company operates via branches or subsidiaries, is wiser than tax accounting.70 The respect for subsidiaries or for transactions with or among subsidiaries is not required by the Constitution, which requires only that taxes that resemble requisitions be apportioned among the states,71 which allows taxation of income from whatever source derived,72 and which allows any kind of corporate tax because corporate taxes are an excise tax.73

Disregarding tax haven subsidiaries also would end treating transactions among wholly owned
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62See, e.g., Gravelle, supra note 46, at 476-477.
64See, e.g., Dilworth, supra note 54, at 1117.
65It is possible to expand the definition of U.S. permanent establishment so that activities of multinational employees nominally employed by an offshore affiliate are counted to make more of the multinational revenue U.S.-source income.
67See, e.g., Gravelle, supra note 46, at 476-477.
69Section 1(g).
70Financial Accounting Standards Codification 810-10-10.
72U.S. Const., Amend XVI.
affiliates as if they were real bargains negotiated between adverse economic entities. One should not expect to be able to prevent the shifting of profits to tax havens that for example are 70 times the average for the multinational group as a whole, as long as accounting entries within the group are treated as if they are real economic events.

An even simpler solution would be to compute income for the entire multinational corporation on a worldwide, consolidated basis and then allocate the total income among national jurisdictions by sales. Formulary apportionment has the advantage of not needing to respect the transactions among wholly owned mailboxes as if they were real transactions. Under formulary apportionment, all the income attributed to the United States is U.S.-source income and there is no reason to give credits for taxes paid to other jurisdictions. Changing to a formulary apportionment system, given our network of treaties with our trading partners, would be work. A tax on market capitalization would prove faster, more flexible, more efficient, and more effective.

3. Depreciation shelters. GE reported an effective tax rate of 7.4 percent of $4 billion GAAP earnings, relying not on tax paid in 2010, but on deferred taxes of $860 million. Deferred taxes are taxes that have not been paid but that would have been paid if the tax system followed GAAP in its computation of taxable income. Treating them as if they were paid misleads the understanding of how taxes reduce pretax returns. The GAAP error of presuming a 35 percent tax on GAAP income is, however, a long-standing error.

The deferred tax account is a composite of many offsetting adjustments. Deferred tax is increased by depreciation deductions, under accelerated schedules, that are bigger for tax than under GAAP. Deferred tax, however, is reduced by tax deductions that are smaller under GAAP than tax because, for example, the tax system will not allow deductions for warranties or other future payments that GAAP requires to be accrued early. GAAP expenses are also larger than tax deductions, reducing deferred tax in later years of an accelerated depreciation schedule for equipment. Deferred tax also includes amounts that GE will pay on repatriation. Deferred tax is a complicated account, and is only a rough assumption under limited information that allows us to estimate that $860 million is attributable to accelerated depreciation.

Accelerated depreciation reduces the effective tax rate on investments in equipment. To identify the pretax IRR from an investment, the adjusted basis must be kept, up to the remaining value of the investment. The IRR is the interest on the bank account that is identical in cash flows as the investment under examination. IRR is a universal yardstick allowing us to compare many investments that compete with each other but are not alike. Identifying the interest means simultaneously identifying the bank account balance on which the interest is earned. The bank account balance consistent with identifying IRR will equal the net present value of the future cash flows discounted at the IRR — that is, the remaining value of the investment. Accelerated depreciation drops basis below the remaining value of the investment and makes it impossible to have taxable income identify the real IRR from the investment.

In 2010 equipment was eligible for bonus depreciation, which allowed a deduction for half of basis when the equipment was placed in service, then allows “double declining” depreciation for the other half of basis over a statutory tax life that is shorter than economic life. Under one reasonable set of assumptions, bonus depreciation reduces the statutory corporate tax rate of 35 percent to 10.4 percent in terms of real (IRR-reducing) effective tax rate. The bonus depreciation schedules are stealth tax cuts because they are not well understood and reduce the real tax rate by more than two-thirds.

When low-taxed equipment is debt financed, moreover, the interest deduction turns the low rate into a tax shelter. Deduction of interest saves 35 percent of the interest, and the revenue caused by the


762010 annual report, supra note 2, at n.14. The $860 million is 7.4 percent times $11.6 billion in reported earnings.

77Johnson, supra note 19, shows adjustments necessary for taking deferred tax out of tax expense to calculate the impact of taxes on IRR. On accounting, see, e.g., Accounting Research Bulletin No. 43 ch. 10B para. 4 (1953) (requiring allocation of income tax expenses paid in the future to the current period).
borrowing and matched with the interest is taxed at 10.4 percent, for a net subsidy to the equipment of 24.6 percent of income. The subsidy allows GE to tolerate fairly abysmal returns that are offset by the benefits of the tax shelter. The tax accounting mismatch between bonus depreciation and interest deduction also means that GE is generating artificial tax losses on profitable investments.81 Neither allowing poor investments to be profitable, which would lose money in a tax-free paradise, nor generating the artificial tax losses is a very good idea. Bonus depreciation probably was allowed under the misunderstanding that it would get closer to the untaxed nirvana, but the depreciation shelters actually make the economy worse by allocating capital into equipment that cannot pay its own way.

Without its equipment tax shelters, GE would have paid roughly $860 million more tax on 2010 income, assuming that its net deferred tax was attributable to those shelters.

4. Business tax credits. GE’s 2010 annual report states that business tax credits dropped its taxes by 4.4 percent of earnings, or $500 million.82

There is a consensus forming across party lines that discretionary spending by the federal government will need to be cut to avoid the impending budget catastrophe.83 The Joint Committee on Taxation has called business tax credits synthetic spending. They resemble federal spending, except there are fewer rational controls and less competition for the resources. For example, the $250 million credit for “Phase II qualifying gasification projects”84 and the $1.26 billion credit for some advanced coal facilities that are allocated among taxpayers both are a waste of resources. For example, the $250 million credit for “Phase II qualifying gasification projects”84 and the $1.26 billion credit for some advanced coal facilities that are allocated among taxpayers both look like government spending, but without adult supervision. The credits, like all tax expenditures, are enacted by an unholy alliance between those who want big government subsidies and those who want small government. The alliance is internally inconsistent — one side or the other has to be wrong. The opponents of big government look at all tax reductions as a blow for liberty even when a reduction replicates a particularly wasteful government subsidy. And the proponents of the subsidy are grateful to get it, with help from the political opposition to government subsidy.

On closer look at the research credit, I concluded that for example, it would be far more efficient if subsidies for research and innovation were administered as a reward by the National Science Foundation. Unworthy endeavors like the computer games mentioned above have become major beneficiaries of expensive and wasteful credits85; Congress clearly does not know what it is doing with those credits. They need to be reviewed annually by both a substantive and an appropriations committee. Synthetic spending through the tax system is now twice as much as old-fashioned, explicit spending programs.86 There is surely waste among the credits. The GE annual report, however, does not provide any detail on why it got the $500 million in tax credits.

GE also reported a $400 million reduction in tax for diverse reasons, with none being large enough to be material to GE overall earnings, but the absence of details makes it impossible to analyze why the last “immaterial” $400 million was not paid in tax.

C. Conclusion

It is said that the French ancien régime fell because the richest country in Europe could not pay its debts. The regime could not pay its debts because the aristocracy, which held the wealth, was made exempt from tax.87 GE is our aristocracy, both wealthy and exempt from tax on its economic resources. If we are to survive the impending budget crisis, we need to tap into the wealth of our nation.

We might improve the tax law on capitalization of intangibles, on offshore tax haven subsidiaries, on accelerated depreciation, and on tax credits, but each of those issues would entail hard, unpopular work by Congress to solve the real issues. A tax on market capitalization would cut the Gordian knot and solve all the problems, on a fair and

82 See supra note 2, at n.14.
conveniently administrated basis. With the impending budget crisis, a tax on market capitalization of publicly traded corporations would be a good tax.
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The debate over raising taxes on the oil and gas industries cannot be fully understood without knowing the history and rationale of the current tax regime.

The Joint Committee on Taxation recently issued a report, “Description of Present Law and Select Proposals Relating to the Oil and Gas Industry,” listing 10 tax benefits enjoyed by the oil and gas industry.1 Indeed, what is needed is not just a review of the tax incentives for the production of oil and gas, but for all minerals that receive favorable treatment.

Early Tax Legislation

These benefits have their origin in tax laws passed almost 100 years ago. Many are historical

---

1JCX-27-11 (May 11, 2011), Doc 2011-10202, 2011 TNT 92-22. The list consists of the credit for enhanced oil recovery costs (section 43), the marginal well tax credit (section 45I), the expensing of intangible drilling costs (section 263(c)), the deduction for qualified tertiary injectant expenses (section 193), the amortization period for geological and geophysical costs (section 167(h)), percentage depletion (sections 613 and 613A), the deduction for income attributable to domestic production of oil and gas (section 199), the exception from passive loss rules for working interests in oil and gas property (section 469), foreign tax credits for dual-capacity taxpayers (section 901; reg. section 1.901-2(a)(ii)), and the last-in, first-out inventory method (section 472).